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Abstract
Using the concept of 3-Lie bialgebra, which has recently been defined in arXiv:1604.04475, we construct
Bagger-Lambert-Gustavson (BLG) model for M2-brane on Manin triple of a special 3-Lie bialgebra. Then
by using of correspondence and relation between those 3-Lie bialgebra with Lie bialgebra, we reduce this
model to an N = (4, 4) WZW model (D2-brane), such that, its algebraic structure is a Lie bialgebra with
one 2-cocycle. In this manner by using correspondence of 3-Lie bialgebra and Lie bialgebra (for this special
3-Lie algebra) one can construct M2-brane from a D2-brane and vice versa.
Keywords: String theory, M-theory, Lie bialgebra, 3-Lie bialgebra, Manin triple.
1 Introduction
M-theory is a magical theory with quite little knowledge about it, such that, to improve its current definition
we must focus on 11 dimensional (11d) supergravity [1]. These supergravity theories are low-energy limit of M-
theory, whereas, 10d supergravity is the low-energy limit of superstring. Therefore, there should be a connection
between M-theory and string theory like existing connection between 11d and 10d supergravity. If we could
make this connection clear, then a lot of unknown issues about M-theory would be resolved. Our knowledge
about M-theory has been achieved by compare and grope with D-branes [2]. Many attempts have been made
to obtain effective action for multiple M2-brane, the most important of which are cited in [3–8]. Basu and
Harvey [9] applied 3-bracket in BPS equation in order to explain N coincided M2-branes ending on M5-brane.
This equation has been given by comprising Nahm equation for string theory [10]. Bagger and Lambert [3–5]
and Gustavsson [6] independently write transformation of fields for M2-brane according to D2-brane. They
obtain equation of motion of fields by using closure of supersymmetric transformation algebra, and writing a
Lagrangian in a way that its equations of motion are the same. Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson (BLG) model [3–6]
has a Lagrangian with maximal supersymmetry (N = 8) for description of two M2-branes [11], which use 3-
Lie algebra. As the earlier example, the algebra A4 was the only known non-trivial 3-Lie algebra [5]. Mukhi
and Papageorgakis [12] were able to convert the topological term (Chern-Simon) to the dynamical one, i.e,
Yang-Mills term, by assigning a vacuum expectation value to a scalar fields of BLG lagrangian and using Higgs
mechanism. On the other hand, if one dualizes M-theory on a circle, one can obtain type IIA string theory
(D2-brane) [13]. This can be considered as a trick for going from M2 to D2, as it was performed for A4.
Consequently, a 3-Lie algebra was constructed from arbitrary Lie algebra [14] and BLG model on this 3-Lie
algebras were studied in later works [15–19]. In all these works one can obtain M2-model to D2 but these are
not standard methods of construction of M2 from D2. Here we will try to perform another method using the
concept of 3-Lie bialgebra [20].
Lie bialgebras [21] are algebraic structures of Poisson-Lie groups [22] which play an important role in the
theory of classical integrable systems (see [23] for a review). They also play an important role in N = (2, 2)
and N = (4, 4) supersymmetric WZW models [24, 25]. In Ref. [26] we have studied the algebraic structure
of N = (2, 2) and N = (4, 4) supersymmetric WZW models in more detail. The concept of 3-Lie algebra was
described in Fillipov’s work for the first time [27] following the pioneering work of Nambu in different formulation
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of classical mechanics [28]. In Ref. [20] we define the concept of 3-Lie bialgebra by using cohomology of 3-Lie
algebras. We believe that introduction of 3-Lie bialgebras can play an important role in M-theory. In this
paper we will follow some steps in this direction. We will express the BLG Lagrangian on the Manin triple of
a especial 3-Lie bialgebra and use similar procedure applied by Mukhi and Papageorgakis [12], in obtaining the
Yang-Mills in addition to other terms which are that of WZW. The extra term is square of B-field for WZW
models [29]. If the space-time coordinates were algebraic indices (like space-time coordinates ,i.e., scalar and
fermion fields in BLG model ) then B-field of N = (4, 4) WZW model could be obtained from this form. In this
way if one knows about N = (4, 4) WZW models in detail, then one can obtain information about BLG and
vice versa, i.e., one can construct M2 from D2-model and vice versa.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We review BLG action and the correspondence between M-theory and
string theory in section two. In section three we review the definition of 3-Lie bialgebra [20] and give an example
,such that, is a one-to-one correspondence between 3-Lie bialgebra and Lie bialgebra. Consequently, in section
four we express BLG model (M2-model) on the Manin triple of that 3-Lie bialgebra and show that it turns into
Yang-Mills and N = (4, 4) WZW model (D2-model). In this manner we show that using the correspondence of
3-Lie bialgebra and Lie bialgebra one can construct M2-model from D2 and vice versa. For further description
of the obtained model; in the section five we show that the WZW model can be obtained from a DBI action
with extra Lie algebra valued fields.
2 BLG model
Here for self consistency of the paper and presentation of the notation, we give a short review of BLG model.
The multiple M2-brane model of Bagger-Lambert [3–5] and Gustavsson [6] (BLG) is based on 3-Lie algebra.
In this algebra the Lie bracket is generalized to 3-Lie bracket [27]. n-Lie algebra was introduced by Filippov
in 1985 [27] as an extension of the Nambu bracket [28] to Lie algebras. 3-Lie algebras are a special kind of
n-Lie algebras, and have many applications in mathematical and theoretical physics [3–6]. The 3-Lie algebra
A [27], [30] with the basis {T a} is a vector space A which endowed with the following three antisymmetric
bracket:
[T a, T b, T c] = fabcdT
d, a, b, c, d = 1, ..., dimA, (1)
such as, to satisfy the following fundamental identity [27]:
[T g, T d, [T a, T b, T c]] = [[T g, T d, T a], T b, T c] + [T a, [T g, T d, T b], T c] + [T a, T b, [T g, T d, T c]], (2)
where it can be redefined by structure constant of A (fabcd ) in the following form:
fabcef
gde
f − f
gda
ef
ebc
f − f
gdb
ef
aec
f − f
gdc
ef
abe
f = 0. (3)
For the BLG model the following supersymmetric (SUSY) transformations are proposed [3–5], as
δXIa = iǫ¯Γ
IΨa,
δΨa = DµX
I
aΓ
µΓIǫ−
1
2
XIbX
J
c X
K
d f
bcd
aΓIJKǫ,
δ(Aˆµ)
a
b = iǫ¯ΓµΓIX
I
cΨdf
cda
b, (4)
where (Aˆν)
b
a = f
cdb
aAνcd, and indices I, J, ... = 1, 2, ..., 8 apply for transverse coordinates with SO(8) symmetry
(R-symmetry); and indices µ, ν, ... = 0, 1, 2 indicate the world volume coordinate with symmetry SO(1, 2)1. Also,
ΓIs are Dirac matrices and X
I are the transverse coordinates of 3-Lie algebra valued coordinates and Ψ is a
16 component Majorana spinor of 3-Lie algebra valued, conforming with chirality condition using the following
relation:
Γ012Ψ = −Ψ, (5)
such that, for supersymmetric parameter ǫ we have:
Γ012ǫ = ǫ, (6)
1Presence of M2-brane breaks Lorentz invariance SO(1, 10) to SO(1, 2)× SO(8).
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and the covariant derivative Dµ has the form :
DµX
(I)
a = ∂µX
(I)
a + f
bcd
aAµcdX
(I)
b . (7)
Furthermore, the ΓIJ and ΓIJK have the following forms:
ΓIJ =
1
2
(ΓIΓJ − ΓJΓI), (8)
{ΓI ,ΓJKL} = 6δ
I
[JΓKL]. (9)
Using the assumption that the algebra of SUSY transformations (4) must be closed, the following relations can
be realized [3]:
ΓµDµΨa +
1
2
ΓIJX
I
cX
J
dΨbf
cdb
a = 0, (10)
D2XIa −
i
2
Ψ˜cΓ
I
JX
J
dΨbf
cdb
a +
1
2
f bcdaf
efg
dX
J
b X
K
c X
I
eX
J
f X
K
g = 0, (11)
(Fˆµν)
b
a + ǫµνλ(X
J
c D
λXJd +
i
2
Ψ¯cΓ
λΨd)f
cdb
a = 0, (12)
where,
(Fˆµν )
b
a = ∂µ(Aˆν)
b
a − ∂ν(Aˆµ)
b
a + (Aˆµ)
b
c(Aˆν)
c
a − (Aˆν)
b
c(Aˆµ)
c
a, (13)
and D2 = DµD
µ. Similarly Bagger and Lambert have proposed the following Lagrangian [4] such that the
relations (10)-(12) are its equations of motion:
L = −
1
2
DµX
a(I)DµX(I)a +
i
2
ψ¯aΓµDµψa +
i
4
fabcdψ¯bΓ
IJXc(I)Xd(J)ψa
−
1
12
fabcdfefgdX
(I)
a X
(J)
b X
(K)
c X
(I)
e X
(J)
f X
(K)
g
+
1
2
ǫµνλ[fabcdAµab∂νAλcd +
2
3
f cdagf
efgbAµabAνcdAλef ]. (14)
The above Lagrangian is invariant under SUSY transformation (4). In order for the degrees of Fermion and
Boson not to vary in Lagrangian, one must use topological term which is the Chern-Simon term (the fifth term
in the bracket at the above Lagrangian) [31]:
LCS = Tr(ǫ
µνλ(Aµ∂νAλ +
2i
3
(AµAνAλ))), (15)
with
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + i[Aµ, Aν ], (16)
which equipped with 3-Lie algebra. Now, we will try to extract the BLG model from a superstring model
(D2) and vice versa. In our perspective for this propose we need to apply the concept of 3-Lie bialgebra. The
definition of 3-Lie bialgebra is given in [20], however, for self containment of the paper we give a short review
of this concept in the following section.
3 3-Lie bialgebra
In this section we review the definitions of 3-Lie bialgebra.
Definition: A Lie algebra G with co commutator δ : G → G ⊗ G is a Lie bialgebra if [23]:
a ) δ is a one-cocycle, i.e.:
δ([T i, T j]) = ad(2)T jδ(T
i)− ad(2)T iδ(T
j), (17)
3
where
ad(2)T j = adT j ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ adT j , (18)
and {T i}s are bases for the Lie algebra G, (here 1 is an identity map on G),
b ) the dual map tδ : G∗ ⊗ G∗ → G∗ is a commutator on G∗(dual space of G) as the following definition:
(T˜i ⊗ T˜j , δ(T
k)) = (tδ(T˜i ⊗ T˜j), T
k) = ([T˜i, T˜j], T
k), (19)
where {T˜i} is the base for the space G
∗ and (, ) is the pairing between G and G∗ . In this way there is a Lie
algebra structure on the space G∗. The Lie bialgebra is shown with (G, δ) or (G,G∗).
Definition: (D,G,G∗) is a Manin triple, the triple of Lie algebras D, G and G∗, such that, there is a
nondegenerate, symmetric and ad-invariant inner product on D with the following properties [23]:
a) G and G∗ are subalgebras of D.
b) D = G ⊕ G∗ as a vector space.
c) G and G∗ are isotropic, i.e.,
(T i, T˜j) = δ
i
j , (T
i, T j) = (T˜i, T˜j) = 0.
The Jacobi identity for D = G ⊕ G∗ results in the following identities [32]:
f ijkf
kl
m − f
ik
mf
jl
k + f
jk
mf
il
k = 0, (20)
f˜ij
kf˜kl
m − f˜ik
mf˜jl
k + f˜jk
mf˜il
k = 0, (21)
−f ijkf˜lm
k + f iklf˜km
j − f jkmf˜lk
i − f jklf˜km
i + f ikmf˜lk
j = 0, (22)
where f ijk and f˜ij
k are the structure constants of the Lie algebras G and G∗, respectively (i.e. [T i, T j] = f ijkTk
,[T˜i, T˜j ] = f˜ij
kT˜k). Note that (20) and (21) are Jacobi identities for the Lie algebras G and G
∗, respectively, and
(22) is the mix Jacobi identity on D.
Theorem: There exist a one to one correspondence between Lie bialgebra (G,G∗) and Manin triple (D,G,G∗)
[23].
We have defined the 3-Lie bialgebra in [20] as follows:
Definition: A 3-Lie algebra A with co commutator δ : A → A⊗A⊗A is a 3-Lie bialgebra if [20]:
a ) δ is a one-cocycle of A with value in ⊗3A, i.e:
δ([T a, T b, T c]) = ad(3)T b⊗T cδ(T
a)− ad(3)Ta⊗T cδ(T
b) + ad(3)Ta⊗T bδ(T
c), (23)
such that,
ad(3)T b⊗T c = adT b⊗T c ⊗ 1⊗ 1 + 1⊗ adT b⊗T c ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ 1⊗ adT b⊗T c , (24)
where {T a}s are bases of 3-Lie algebra A and we have adTa⊗T bT
c = [T a, T b, T c] [33].
b ) the dual map tδ : ⊗3A∗ → A∗ is a 3-Lie bracket on A∗ (dual space of A ) which is a commutator on G∗
satisfying the fundamental identity :
(T˜a ⊗ T˜b ⊗ T˜c, δ(T
d)) = (tδ(T˜a ⊗ T˜b ⊗ T˜c), T
d) = ([T˜a, T˜b, T˜c], T
d), (25)
in which {T˜a} is the base for the space A
∗ and (, ) is a natural pairing between A and A∗. In this way A∗
constructs a 3-Lie algebra. The 3-Lie bialgebra can be denoted either by (A,A∗) or (A, δ).
Definition: (D,A,A∗) is Manin triple, a triple of 3-Lie algebras D, A and A∗ such that there is a nonde-
generate, symmetric and ad-invariant inner product on D with the following properties [20]: 2
2 Note that in general vector space D is not a 3-Lie algebra.
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a) A and A∗ are 3-Lie subalgebras of D,
b) D = A⊕A∗ as a vector space,
c) A and A∗ are isotropic, i.e.
(T a, T˜b) = δ
a
b , (T
a, T b) = (T˜a, T˜b) = 0.
By using the fundamental identity (2), equation (23) and relation δ(T a) = f˜bcd
aT b ⊗ T c ⊗ T d, one can obtain
the following fundamental and mix fundamental identities [20]:
faef gf
bcdg − f bef gf
acdg + f cef gf
abdg − fdefgf
abcg = 0, (26)
f˜aef
g f˜bcdg − f˜bef
g f˜acdg + f˜cef
gf˜abdg − f˜def
gf˜abcg = 0, (27)
fabcg f˜def
g
= fgbcf f˜deg
a
+ fgbce f˜dfg
a
− fgbcd f˜efg
a
− fgacf f˜deg
b
+ fgace f˜dfg
b
− fgacd f˜efg
b
+ fgabf f˜deg
c
− fgabe f˜dfg
c
+ fgabd f˜efg
c
, (28)
where fabcd and f˜abc
d are structure constants of 3-Lie algebras A and A∗, respectively.
3.1 An example
Now, we will consider an especial example 3-Lie bialgebra related to 3-Lie algebra AG and Lie algebra G
3. The
3-Lie algebras AG (mentioned in [14] for a first time) have commutation relations as follows:
[T−, T a, T b] = 0, [T+, T i, T j] = f ijkT
k, [T i, T j, T k] = f ijkT−, (29)
where {T i}s are basis of the Lie algebra G ([T i, T j] = f ijkT
k with i, j, k = 1, 2, ..., dimG) and f ijk is its structure
constant4. Furthermore, T− and T+ are new generators and we have a = +,−, i. Now we propose that there
exists a 3-Lie algebra structure on A∗G∗ with similar commutation relations:
[T˜−, T˜a, T˜b] = 0, [T˜+, T˜i, T˜j] = f˜ij
kT˜k, [T˜i, T˜j, T˜k] = f˜ijkT−, (30)
such that G∗([T˜i, T˜j] = f˜ij
kT˜ k with i, j, k = 1, 2, ..., dimG∗) is a Lie algebra.
Proposition: [34] A 3-Lie algebra AG construct a 3-Lie bialgebra (AG ,A
∗
G) if and only if (G,G
∗)is a Lie
bialgebra. The proof can be found in [34].
4 BLG model on Manin of 3-Lie algebras ( M2 ↔ D2 )
In the previous section we have considered a especial case of the Manin triple (D,AG ,AG∗) and have noted that
there is a correspondence between 3-Lie bialgebra (AG ,AG∗) and Lie bialgebra (G,G
∗)5. Now we want to apply
this 3-Lie algebra D in the BLG model. We obtained in the previous section that:
F−ABC = 0, F
−˜AB
C = 0, (31)
then
FABC+ = 0, F
ABC
+˜ = 0, (32)
Note that for the Manin triple D we apply the symbol FABCD for the structure constant of the Manin triple
as a (4 + 2dimG)6 dimensional 3-Lie algebra, i.e. we have TA as a basis for the Manin triple with A = +,
3Note that this example of 3-Lie bialgebra was considered in [34] as a first time. Here for a self containing of the paper we
denote it as an example.
4Note that the indices of f ijk are lowered and raised by the ad-invariant metric g
ij of the Lie algebra G.
5In general the vector space D in triple (D,AG ,AG∗ ) is not 3-Lie algebra and also there is not correspondence between Manin
triple (D,AG ,AG∗ ) and Lie bialgebra (G,G
∗), but for the above special example D is a 3-Lie algebra and for this case there is
correspondence.
6We assume G and G∗ have same dimension i.e. 2 + dimG that 2 is used for + and −.
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T+ = T+; A = −, T− = T−; A = i, T i = T i; A = i + (2 + dimG), T i+(2+dimG) = T i˜; A = (−) + (2 + dimG),
T (−)+(2+dimG) = T −˜ and A = (+)+ (2+ dimG), T (+)+(2+dimG) = T +˜ together with the following commutation
relations:
[T−, TA, TB] = 0, [T+, T i, T j] = f ijkT
k, [T+, T i, T j˜ ] = f ikjT
k˜, [T i, T j, T k] = f ijkT−,
[T −˜, TA, TB] = 0, [T +˜, T i˜, T j˜ ] = f˜ij
kTk˜, [T
+˜, T i˜, T j] = f˜ik
jT k, [T i˜, T j˜ , T k˜] = f˜ijkT−˜,
[T k˜, T i, T j] = f jikT
−˜, [T +˜, T j, T k] = f ijkT i˜, [T+, T j˜ , T k˜] = f˜ijkT
i, [T k, T i˜, T j˜ ] = −f˜ij
kT−. (33)
Now we write the equations of motion for the BLG model (10)-(12) by considering 3-Lie algebra D of the
Manin triple related to this especial 3-Lie bialgebra as follows:
ΓµDµΨA +
1
2
ΓIJX
I
CX
J
DΨBF
CDB
A = 0, (34)
D2XIA −
i
2
Ψ˜CΓ
I
JX
J
DΨBF
CDB
A +
1
2
FBCDAF
EFG
DX
J
BX
K
C X
I
EX
J
FX
K
G = 0, (35)
(Fˆµν)
B
A + ǫµνλ(X
J
CD
λXJD +
i
2
Ψ¯CΓ
λΨD)F
CDB
A = 0, (36)
such that, if we take A = +, +˜ in (34) and (35), then we obtain the following relations:
∂2XI+ = 0, Γ
µ∂µΨ+ = 0, ∂
2XI+˜ = 0, Γ
µ∂µΨ+˜ = 0, (37)
this means that (XI+, X
I
+˜
)and (Ψ+,Ψ+˜) can be set to a constant such as Yang-Mills coupling [13] as applied to
the whole theory and zero, respectively. This constant must conserve the SUSY transformations (4) for Manin
triple. Then, from the following relations:
δXI+ = iǫ¯Γ
IΨ+, (38)
δΨ+ = ∂µX
I
+Γ
µΓIǫ, (39)
one can show that SUSY transformations do not change if we assign a vacuum expectation value (VEV) to one
of the fields. Then, the Lagrangian terms become as follows: by considering this relations:
DµX
(I)
− = ∂µX
(I)
− + f
ijkAµjkX
(I)
i + 2f˜ji
kAµj˜kX
(I)
i˜
+ f˜kj
iAµj˜k˜X
(I)
i , (40)
DµX
(I)
−˜
= ∂µX
(I)
−˜
+ f˜ijkAµj˜k˜X
(I)
i˜
+ f jkiAµjkX
(I)
i˜
+ 2f ijkAµjk˜X
(I)
i , (41)
DµX
(I)
i = ∂µX
(I)
i + f
jk
iAµjkX
(I)
+ + f˜ijkAµj˜k˜X
(I)
+ + 2f
jk
iAµkX
(I)
j − 2f˜ijkAµk˜X
(I)
j˜
+2f˜ji
kAµj˜kX
(I)
+˜
+ 2fij
kAµkX
(I)
j˜
+ 2f˜ki
jAµk˜X
(I)
j (42)
DµX
(I)
i˜
= ∂µX
(I)
i˜
+ f ijkAµjkX
(I)
+ + f˜jk
iAµj˜k˜X
(I)
+˜
− 2f ijkAµkX
(I)
j − f˜jk
iAµk˜X
(I)
j˜
+2fkijAµj˜kX
(I)
+ − f
ki
jAµkX
(I)
j˜
− 2f ijkAµk˜X
(I)
j , (43)
we will have
DµX
(I)
A D
µXA(I) = ∂µX
(I)
− ∂
µX−(I) + ∂µX
(I)
−˜
∂µX−˜(I) + ∂µX
(I)
+ ∂
µX+(I) + ∂µX
(I)
+˜
∂µX+˜(I)
+ DµX
(I)
i D
µX i(I) +DµX
(I)
i˜
DµX i˜(I) (44)
where
DµX
(I)
i D
µX i(I)=∂µX
(I)
i ∂
µX i(I) + [f jkiAµjkX
(I)
+ + 2f˜ji
kAµj˜kX
(I)
+˜
+ f˜ijkAµj˜k˜X
(I)
+ − 2f
jk
iAµkX
(I)
j
−2f˜ijkAµk˜X
(I)
j˜
+ 2fij
kAµkX
(I)
j˜
+ 2f˜ki
jAµk˜X
(I)
j ][f
ijkAµjkX
−(I) − f˜jk
iAµjk˜X
−(I)
−2f ikjAµkX
j(I) + f˜jk
iAµk˜Xj(I) + f ijkAµk˜X
j˜(I) − f ikjAµkX
j˜(I) − 2f ijkAµjk˜X
−˜(I)],(45)
6
and
DµX
(I)
i˜
DµX i˜(I)=∂µX
(I)
i˜
∂µX i˜(I) + [f ijkAµjkX
(I)
+ + f˜jk
iAµj˜k˜X
(I)
+˜
+ 2fkijAµj˜kX
(I)
+ − 2f
ijkAµkX
(I)
j
− f˜jk
iAµk˜X
(I)
j˜
− fkijAµkX
(I)
j˜
− 2f ijkAµk˜X
(I)
j ][2f˜ik
jAµjk˜X
−(I) − 2f jkiAµjkX
−˜(I)
− f˜ijkAµj˜k˜X
−˜(I) − 2fikjAµk˜X
j(I) − 2f˜ji
kAµkX
j(I) + 2f jkiAµkX
j˜(I) + 2f˜ik
jAµk˜X
j˜(I)].(46)
Furthermore, the first term of CS term in BLG action (14) turns into the following forms:
1
2
ǫµνλFABCDAµAB∂νAλCD = 2ǫ
µνλFBCDAµBC∂νAλD + 2ǫ
µνλFBCDAµBC∂νAλD (47)
where
ǫµνλFBCDAµB∂νAλCD =
1
3
ǫµνλf jkiA
i
µ∂νAλjk +
2
3
ǫµνλf ijkAµi∂νA
k
λj +
2
3
ǫµνλfkijAµi∂νA
k˜
λj˜
+
2
3
ǫµνλf ijkA
i˜
µ∂νAλjk˜ +
2
3
ǫµνλf jkiA
i˜
µ∂νA
k˜
λj +
1
3
ǫµνλf˜jk
iAi˜µ∂νAλj˜k˜ +
2
3
ǫµνλf˜ik
jAiµ∂νAλjk˜
+
2
3
ǫµνλf˜jk
iAiµ∂νA
j
λk˜
+
2
3
ǫµνλf˜ki˜
jAµi˜∂νA
k
λj +
2
3
ǫµνλf˜ij
kAµi˜∂νA
k˜
λj˜
(48)
and
ǫµνλFBCDAµB∂νAλCD =
2
3
ǫµνλf ijkAµi∂νA
k˜
λj +
1
3
ǫµνλf jkiiA
i˜
µ∂νAλjk
+
1
3
ǫµνλf˜ijk
iAiµ∂νAλj˜k˜ +
2
3
ǫµνλf˜jik
iAµi˜∂νA
j
λk˜
(49)
and the second term of CS term in BLG action
1
3
ǫµνλFAEFG F
BCDGAµABAνCDAλEF=−2ǫ
µνλ FABCFEFAAµEFAνBAλC − 2ǫ
µνλ FABCF EFAAµEFAνBAλC (50)
where
ǫµνλFABCFEFAAµEFAνBAλC =
1
2
ǫµνλf jkif
il
mAµjkAνlA
m
λ +
1
2
ǫµνλf ijkf
lm
iA
k
µjAνlAλm
+ǫµνλf ijkf˜mi
lAµjk˜AνlA
m
λ +
1
2
ǫµνλf jkif˜lm
iAµjkAνl˜A
m
λ + ǫ
µνλf ijkf˜il
mAkµjAνl˜Aλm + ǫ
µνλf ijkf
lm
iAµjk˜A
l˜
νAλm
+
1
2
ǫµνλf jkif
mi
lA
k˜
µjAνl˜Aλm + ǫ
µνλfmilf˜ki
jAµjk˜A
l
νAλm + ǫ
µνλf lmif˜kj
iA
j
µk˜
AνlAλm +
1
2
ǫµνλf˜jk
if˜mi
lAµj˜k˜AνlA
m
λ
+ǫµνλf˜ki
j f˜lm
iAµj˜k˜Aνl˜A
m
λ + ǫ
µνλf˜kj
if˜il
mA
j
µk˜
Aνl˜Aλm +
1
2
ǫµνλf imlf˜ij
kAk˜
µj˜
Aνl˜Aλm +
1
4
ǫµνλf lmif˜jk
iAµj˜k˜AνlA
m˜
λ
+ǫµνλfmilf˜ki
jAµjk˜Aνl˜A
m˜
λ +
1
2
ǫµνλf˜jk
if˜mi
lAµj˜k˜A
l˜
νAλm˜ +
1
2
ǫµνλf˜ij
kf˜lm
iAk˜
µj˜
Aνl˜Aλm˜ +
1
2
ǫµνλf jkif˜li
mAk˜µjAνlAλm
+
1
2
ǫµνλf jkif
mi
lAµjkAνl˜A
m˜
λ + ǫ
µνλf ijkf˜il
mAµjk˜Aνl˜A
m˜
λ +
1
2
ǫµνλf jkif˜lm
iAµjk˜Aνl˜Aλm˜, (51)
and
ǫµνλ FABCF EFAAµEFAνBAλC =
1
3
ǫµνλ
(
− [2f jkif
il
m +
3
2
f jkif˜mi
l + 3f ljif˜mik]AµjkAνlA
m
λ
+[2fkjif
li
m − 3f
lkif˜mi
j − 2f jilf˜mi
k]Aµm˜A
j˜
νkAλl − [f
jk
if
im
l − 2f
ijmf˜il
k + f˜il
mf jki]Am˜µ AνjkAλl˜
−2[2fkij f˜li
m −
1
2
f ikmf˜ilj + 2f
im
lf˜ji
k −
1
2
fmkif˜lj
i −
1
2
fkilf˜ij
m −
1
2
fkimf˜ilj ]A
m˜
µ Aνj˜kAλl˜ + 3f
il
mf˜kijAµkAνj˜Aλlm˜
+[f jkif˜im
l + f lkif˜mi
j + 2f jki f
li
m]A
m
µkA
j˜
νAλl − [f˜jk
if˜il
m + f˜mk
if˜ilm]Aµj˜A
k
νj˜
Aλl˜ + f˜jikf
im
lA
k˜
µmA
j
νAλl
−[2f˜ml
if jki + 2f˜il
kf ijm +
1
2
f˜milf
jki + 2f˜il
kf ijm + f˜mi
jfkil + f˜lm
if jki]A
m
µ AνjkAλl˜ + f˜im
lf jikA
k
µm˜A
j˜
νAλl
+[f lmif jki − f
jlifmki − 2f
imkf jli + 2f
ijkf lmif˜mi
lf ijk −
1
2
f lmifkji]A
k˜
µAνjAλlm + f˜ijkf
limAm˜µ Aνj˜k˜A
l˜
λm
7
−2[fkijf
lm
i + f
mk
if
il
jA
k˜
µm˜AνjAλl +
1
2
f˜ji
kfmli +
1
2
f˜li
mf ikj − f˜ji
lfmik]AµmA
k˜
νj˜
Aλl + 2f
ki
j f
lm
i AµkmAνj˜A
l˜
λ
−[fmlif˜jk
i − fmikf˜ji
l + 2f ilkf˜ij
m]Am˜µ Aνj˜k˜Aλl + 3[−
1
2
f˜jik f˜lm
i +
2
3
ǫµνλf˜kl
if˜jim]Aµk˜A
j
νAλl˜m˜ − f˜ik
jf ilmA
k˜
µA
j˜
νAλlm˜
+[f˜jk
if˜im
l + 2f˜ji
lf˜km
i + 2f˜mikf
il
j + f˜ijkf
li
m]A
m
µ Aνj˜k˜Aλl + [f˜ml
if jki − f˜li
kf ijm − 2f
ij
lf˜im
kA− 2f ijkf˜mli]AµkAνjA
m
λl˜
−[3f˜ik
j f˜ml
i + f˜im
j f˜kli + 2f˜ilkf
ji
m]Aµk˜m˜A
j˜
νAλl˜ − 2[2f˜ij
kf˜ml
i − fkim f˜iljAµm˜ − f
ki
j f˜ilmA
k˜
µm˜ −
1
2
f˜mi
lf ikl ]A
k˜
µm˜Aνj˜Aλl˜
−[2f˜ij
kf iml − 3f
ki
j f˜li
m + 2f˜il
kf imj + f˜lk
if
mj
i ]AµmA
k˜
νj˜
Aλl˜[f˜im
lf˜jk
i + 2f ilj f˜kim + 3f˜mj
if˜ik
l + 2f jilf˜km
i]Aµm˜A
k
νj˜
Aλl
−[2f ijkf˜il
m − 2f jmif˜kl
i − 2f imkf˜il
j + f imkf˜ijl − f
kj
lf
jm
i + 2f
ij
lf˜ki
m − fmijf˜kil + f˜jk
if˜mi
l + f jmif˜kil
+2fmilf˜ik
j ]AkµAνjAλl˜m − [2f
ki
jf
ml
i + f˜ji
kf ilm + 2f˜ji
lf imk − 3fkilf˜ij
m]Am˜µ Aνj˜kAλl + f˜ki
jf lmiAµmA
k
νjAλl
−[4f˜ij
kf˜ml
i − f ikl f˜imj + f
ki
m f˜lijAµkm˜]Aµm˜Aνj˜kA
l
λ + 2[f˜jk
if˜li
m + f˜ij
mf˜kl
i]Aµk˜mAνj˜A
l
λ + [2f˜jk
ifmli + f
im
j f˜ki
l
−2f˜jkif˜lim +f
li
kf˜ij
m −f imkf˜ij
l]Aµk˜Aνj˜A
m˜
λl − [2f
li
mf˜ij
k +f˜ijlf
ki
m −f
ik
mf˜ij
l −f ikj f˜im
l− f lij f˜mi
k]AµkAνj˜A
m
λl
)
, (52)
where FABC is the structure constant of the Manin triple of Lie bialgebra (D,G,G∗)7. Note that indices A and A
can be i and i˜. In the above relations we have used the notations Aµ+B = Aµ+˜B = AµB , Aµ+B˜ = Aµ+˜B˜ = AµB˜ ,
FABCAµAB ≡ CµC and F
AB
CAµAB ≡ C˜µC that A = i, i˜ and they can’t choose only from G or G
∗, then the
sum of (47) and (50) will have the following form:
1
2
ǫµνλ{CµB(∂νA
B
λ − ∂λA
B
ν − [Aν , Aλ]B) + C˜
B
µ (∂νAλB − ∂λAνB − [Aν , Aλ]B)}. (55)
In this way the general form of the BLG Lagrangian on the especial 3-Lie algebra (Manin triple) (33) is as
follows 8:
L =
1
2
DµX
A(I)DµX
(I)
A − 2g
2
YMC
B
µ C
µ
B − 2gYM C˜µBD
µX(8)B + 2 ǫµνλCµAB
A
νλ + 2 ǫ
µνλ C˜BµFνλB + E (56)
E = gYMC
µi∂µX
(I)
i + gYMCµi∂
µX i(I) + CµiC˜
µi − 2gYMf
ikjAµkX
j(I)Cµi + gYM f˜jk
iAµk˜Cµi (57)
+ gYMf
ij
kAµk˜X
j˜(I)Cµi + gYMf
ikjAµkX
j˜(I)Cµi + ....
where
BνλA = ∂νAλA − ∂λAνA − [Aν , Aλ]A, (58)
FAνλ = ∂νA
A
λ − ∂λA
A
ν − [Aν , Aλ]
A. (59)
Now, by integration of Cµk and C˜
k
µ
CµA =
1
gYM 2
ǫνλµ BνλA +
1
gYM
∂µX
(I)
A + ... (60)
and
C˜µA =
1
gYM2
ǫνλµ FνλA +
1
gYM
∂µX
(I)
A + ... (61)
7Note that 3-Lie bialgebra isn’t direct sum of A and A∗ if so, we couldn’t have relation [T+, T i, T j˜ ] = f ikjT k˜ and [T +˜, T i˜, T j ] =
f˜ik
jT k and proposition in the previous section will fail for this case. Now, we investigate this case i.e. direct sum for our model
then relation (48) turn into following form:
ǫµνλFBCDAµB∂νAλCD = f
ij
kAµi∂νA
k
λj + f˜ij
kAµi˜∂νAλj˜k˜ (53)
and relation (51) as follows:
ǫµνλFABCFEFAAµEFAνBAλC= ǫ
µνλfjkif
il
mA
m
µlAνjAλk + ǫ
µνλf˜ki
j f˜ml
iAlµm˜AνjAλk˜ (54)
the result is the same one in Ref. [14] with one diference that we will have two Yang-Mills action one for A and the other for A∗.
8Note that in this Lagrangian the E term (also ”+...” terms) according to relations (44-46), can not contribute in Yang-Mills
and DBI actions.
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then by insertion in the Lagrangian we will obtain the following equation:
L =
1
2
FνλAF
νλA +
1
2
BνλAB
νλA +
1
2
DµX
A(I)DµX
(I)
A + ..., (62)
where FνλA is field strength of Yang-Mills (with the gauge field AλA) and BνλA is related to B-field of a string.
As we know, the dynamic of D-branes where are expressed by DBI and Yang-Mills action can be obtained
by expanding DBI action [35, 36]. Furthermore, relation between DBI action and sigma model have been
investigated by Leigh in Ref. [37] so the relation between DBI action and WZW models that are sigma model
on Lie groups can be exist. In this way, our claim might be true that expanding of DBI action have a term that
correspond to a B-field of a WZW model. We must consider that fields are 3-Lie algebraic valued in this WZW
model that we will obtain its form in the next subsection. Therefore, we will have WZW model from BLG model
which have been constructed on Manin triple otherwise we will have Yang-Mills model from it [14]. In this way,
we provide a method to obtain D2 from M2 and vice versa. Note that this method for obtaining D2 from M2 is
different from method of Ref. [12]. In the mentioned reference one can not obtain M2 from D2 but in our method
this is possible. The BLG model is maximally supersymmetric (N = 8) in 2 + 1 dimension, with correlating
DBI action being N = (4, 4) supersymmetric or a string N = (4, 4) supersymmetric. We know that if string
propagates on a group manifold, one can replace the string action with WZW action. Therefore, if we assume
that our string model propagates on Lie group, then we will have an N = (4, 4) supersymmetric WZW model in
two dimension. In the previous work we analyzed the algebraic structure of N = (4, 4) supersymmetric WZW
model and showed that this model has Lie bialgebra structure with one 2-cocycls [26]. Therefore, Lie algebra
G in (29) must have a Lie bialgebraic structure with 2-cocycles. In this way by starting with an N = (4, 4)
WZW model (D2-model) with Lie algebra G (where it is a Lie bialgebra with one 2-cocycle) one can obtain a
BLG model (M2-model) by 3-Lie algebra with commutation relation (33) which is obtained from G and its dual
G∗. Note that, contrary to the ordinary WZW model, here in this model the B-field has algebraic index and
therefore we have N = (4, 4) like WZW model (the form of B-field has been shown in (58)).
4.1 WZW model with 3-Lie algebra valued fields
We know that the WZW action has following form [38]:
SWZW =
∫
d3xǫαβγLµ
ILν
JLKλ ∂αX
µ∂βX
ν∂γX
λTr([TI , TJ ], TK) (63)
Now by setting the algebraic index for space-time coordinate (Xµ = XµATA) one can write the WZW-like term
with the following form:
SWZW−like =
∫
d3xǫαβγLµ
LLν
MLNλ ∂αX
Iµ∂βX
Jν∂γX
KλTr([TITL, TJTM ], TKTN ), (64)
subsequently, we anticipate that the B-field of the WZW-like model have two algebraic indices as the following
form:
SWZW−like =
∫
d2x {
1
6
ǫβγBνµ
Q∂βX
Jν∂γX
IµTr(TJTITQ) +
1
6
ǫαγBνλ
Q∂αX
Jν∂γX
KλTr(TJTKTQ)
+
1
6
ǫαγBµλ
Q∂αX
Iµ∂γX
KλTr(TITKTQ)}+ ..., (65)
where Bνµ
Q = Lν
LLλ
NfNL
PxJfPJ
Q, LLµX
IµTITL|boundry = x
LTL|boundry such that the Bνµ
Q have the form
of 58, in this way the kinetic term for WZW-like action has the following form:∫
LLµL
M
ν ∂X
Iµ∂XJνf
Q
LMTr(TQTITJ). (66)
Therefore, we see that the second term of (62) is related to the WZW-like action , i.e., a N = (4, 4) string
(D2-model) with the Lie algebra G as a Manin triple of Lie bialgebra with one 2-cocycle. This means that if we
have an N = (4, 4) WZW model (D2-model) with Lie algebra G (as a Manin triple of a Lie bialgebra with one
2-cocycle) we will have a BLG model M2-model) related to 3-Lie algebra [35] (which is obtained from G and
G∗) and vice versa .
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Conclusions
Using the concept of 3-Lie bialgebra (recently defined in arXiv:1604.04475) we have constructed BLG model on
a Manin triple of a especial 3-Lie bialgebra (D,A,A∗). Then, using the correspondence between 3-Lie bialgebra
(A,A∗) and Lie bialgebra (G,G∗) we have shown that the BLG model can be reduce to an N = (4, 4) WZW
model on a Lie algebra G such that the Lie algebra had a one 2-cocycle.
In this way one can begin with a D2-models with Lie algebra G and construst M2-model over D and vice versa.
One of the open problems is that one can classify such M2-models by using the classification of Lie bialgebras
G.
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Appendix
The adjoint representation of the 3-Lie algebra and ad-invariant metric on D
Here we assume that D of Manin triple (D,A,A∗) is a 3-Lie algebra.
A Manin triple (D,A,A∗)which is in one-to-one correspondence with 3-Lie bialgebras (A,A∗) must have a
nondegenerate ad-invariant inner product over 3-Lie algebra D. In order to calculate this we choose the basis
of D = A⊕A∗ as; TA({T−, T+, T i, T˜−, T˜+, T˜i}) = {T
−, T+, T i, T −˜, T +˜, T i˜} and use the commutation relation
on A and A∗:
[T−, T a, T b] = 0, [T+, T i, T j] = f ijkT
k, [T i, T j, T k] = f ijkT−,
[T˜−, T˜a, T˜b] = 0, [T˜+, T˜i, T˜j] = f˜ij
kT˜k, [T˜i, T˜j, T˜k] = f˜ijkT−,
Now, commutation relation for the 3-Lie algebras D have the following form:
[TA, TB, TC] = FABCDT
D. (67)
which we use for simplification:


a b c d
e f g h
i j k l
m n p q

 , (68)
where a, c, i, k are 2× 2 matrices, b, d, j, l are 2×n matrices, e, g,m, p are n× 2 matrices and f, h, n, q are n×n
matrices. Then, the adjoint representation of basis of 3-Lie algebra D have the following form:
(Yij)cd =


0 b1 0 0
e1 0 0 0
0 0 0 l1
0 0 p1 0

 , (Y i˜j˜)cd =


0 b2 0 0
e2 0 0 0
0 0 0 l2
0 0 p2 0

 ,
(Y+i)cd =


0 0 0 0
0 f1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 q1

 , (Y+˜i˜)cd =


0 0 0 0
0 f2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 q2

 , (69)
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and we have, Y−i = 0, Y−˜i˜ = 0, Y−A = 0,Y−˜A = 0, where
b1 =
(
0 · · · 0
f ij1 · · · f
ij
n
)
, e1 =


f ij1 0
...
...
f ijn 0

 , l1 =
(
f ij1 · · · f ijn
0 · · · 0
)
, p1 =


0 f ij1
...
...
0 f ijn

 ,
b2 =
(
f˜ij1 · · · f˜ijn
0 · · · 0
)
, e2 =


0 f˜ij
1
...
...
0 f˜ij
n

 , l2 =
(
0 · · · 0
f˜ij
1 · · · f˜ij
n
)
, p2 =


f˜ij1 0
...
...
f˜ijn 0

 ,
f1 =


f i11 · · · f
i1
n
...
...
...
f in1 · · · f
in
n

 , q1 =


f i11 · · · f
in
1
...
...
...
f i1n · · · f
in
n

 ,
f2 =


f˜i1
1 · · · f˜in
1
...
...
...
f˜i1
n · · · f˜in
n

 , q2 =


f˜i1
1 · · · f˜i1
n
...
...
...
f˜in
1 · · · f˜in
n

 , (70)
where, f ijk = −(X
i)jkand f˜ij
k = −(X˜i)j
k. The non-degenerate ad-invariant inner product for Lie algebras is
the result of applying the trace of bilinear product in adjoint representation [39]. However, if the Lie algebra
is non-semisimple, current method is not useful. Obtaining the nondegenerate ad-invariant metric for these
algebras results from solving the following equation:
fABDG
CD = −fACDG
DB. (71)
Now, we generalize above result for 3-Lie algebra D and choose the basis of D = A⊕A∗ as;
TA({T−, T+, T i, T˜−, T˜+, T˜i}) = {T
−, T+, T i, T −˜, T +˜, T i˜}, to obtain the inner product as follows:
〈TA, [TB, TC , TD]D〉 = −〈[T
A, TB, TC ]D, T
D〉
FBCDEG
EA = −FABCEG
ED, (72)
By choosing (YAB)CD = F
ABC
D then (72) means that Y
ABG must be antisymmetric. We have shown their
matrix representations as follows and have concluded that the metric must have the following form:
G =


a 0 b 0
0 0 0 h
i 0 k 0
0 n 0 0

 , (73)
where
a =
(
0 g11
g12 0
)
, b =
(
0 g21
g22 0
)
, i =
(
0 g31
g32 0
)
, k =
(
0 g41
g42 0
)
, (74)
in which matrices h and n are arbitrary matrices.
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